
Subject: Re: fredcow logic
Posted by InternetThug on Fri, 15 Mar 2013 17:36:12 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Spoony wrote on Fri, 15 March 2013 02:44Jesse wrote on Thu, 14 March 2013 20:52So let me
get this straight .. you're still hung up on the initial issue where I already admitted I phrased that
wrong and rephrased that ..
no, you're "still hung up on it", and by "hung up on it" I mean lying about what happened (again)
and using it as a feeble excuse to dodge my repeated challenge to back up your accusations of
debate cheating. Everyone knows why you won't really back it up. It's because you were lying.
Again.

Quote:The only thing I could get you to respond to (obviously the truth to the rest of what I was
saying or FACTS as you like to call them, are too much for your fragile ego to handle) was the
cw.cc league thing getting ruined, which was actually just a setup to make you freak out and get
angrier than you usually do.
no, it's because the clanwars thing was the only thing you've said so far that there's any point
having a debate about, albeit a debate you've lost a dozen times over already.

Quote:By the way your analogy sucks cock.  There's only one renegade league on the internet,
you were the only person with the connections to host one.
Like I said, spin it all you like, the facts are what they are. I'm the only person who could be
bothered hosting one. Nothing stopped you except the fact you didn't give enough of a shit. Why
don't you just be honest about THAT part at least, if nothing else? Your life is far too cool and
hectic to admin a renegade league, or something.

No, spare me your excuses. I don't have magic powers nobody else has. The only reason nobody
else hosted a clan ladder is nobody gave enough of a shit. Be honest about that. You mean 99%
of the competitive renegade community all wanted a clan ladder, and none of them - even working
together - could get anything done about it?

Quote:That is in no way equivalent to someone disallowing someone into their public bowling
alley.  There are like thirty bowling alleys in a 20 mile radius, there is only one competitive
renegade league
That's where the analogy doesn't quite work in reality, because bowling alleys are businesses;
they're run because the owner charges the bowlers. Like I said, the correct analogy would be a
bowling alley where the owner let people use it for free. I bet there aren't many of them in a 20
mile radius...

Quote:which you chose to pussy out and quit at because your extremely fragile ego was
scratched by some kids not disagreeing with you.
Yeah, ok. Because nobody EVER disagreed with me at clanwars until then, it was a new and
bewildering experience   

learn your renehistory please; i'm actually quite fine with people disagreeing with me

Quote:You left everyone to play in the sand with no toys over something retarded as fuck and
made a huge drama queen scene about it instead of just going about business as usual, but hey,
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just another day in the life of Spoony I guess.
I'm glad you said "business as usual", because you realise what business as usual is? It's not
hosting a league for you. That's the default state. Hosting a league for you is not the default state.

So we went from "spoony is hosting a league for clearshot and simpee" to "spoony is not hosting
a league for clearshot and simpee". If I'm a terrible person for joining that second category, then
so are you... so, for that matter, are clearshot and simpee. They never hosted a league for me,
nor did you. If you think clearshot and simpee deserve a clan league to play on, then the only
sensible thing for you to say to me is to thank me for hosting one for them for so long, in spite of
the despicable way they treated me for no reason. No fucker else did, now did they? Nobody gave
enough of a shit about them. They just pretend they do.

Quote:I'm glad you ignored all the FACTS I provided about how shitty your life is.  I guess you
already realize there's no rebuttal though so at least that's a step forward.
Uh no. Firstly you were guessing about what my life is like; secondly this is not the "life forum",
thirdly I don't seem to care whether you're impressed by my social life as much as you do?

if you recall, the last time you tried guessing about my life was when you went berserk on
christmas eve a couple of years ago; you said my parents must be divorced and must have been
abusing me because that's the only reason anybody would ever be an atheist.
(I'll correct that one - my parents are happily married and have been since their twenties. In
defence of divorce, though, I do have a few friends whose parents are divorced, and I'll take their
company over yours anyway; their parents may be divorced but they're still far less obnoxious
than you are)

Of the "facts" (see: guesses) you've offered about what my life is like, the only one you were right
about was my age. That's not quite the insult you seem to think it is, by the way. I will say that
when I was your age I wasn't playing computer games, and I expect that'll probably sound like an
insult, but just remember that I don't care what your hobbies are; I wish you well of them.

Quote:What time is it there that you responded?  Like 4:30 AM?  Perfect time to be keyboard
warrioring on a forum that has no relevance to you anymore for a game you no longer play and
renegade players you should no longer want to associate with.
Doesn't matter what time. Probably 2-3. I'm a bit of a night owl, mainly because of my job. I could
tell you what that is, but why? Who cares?

Quote:Oh well, who am I to judge, I've seen worse in this community, two examples have already
posted in this thread.  It's always the anti-socials that band together, yet they still don't get
anymore social.  I never understand it.
You're right about one thing - you don't understand it. You're young and foolish, and you'll learn.
All this stuff about someone's social life just shows you're a big silly. You'll learn that "having a life"
simply means doing what you want to do. Likewise a person's job is not a point of shame unless
it's something immoral. You meant these things as insults; you're only showing that you don't
know very much about life, really. But that's ok, you're just young. Where you ARE going wrong is
bitching at people for either playing renegade (or not playing renegade) and saying stuff on
forums. Like I said, doesn't matter what a person's hobbies are, it's up to them to have fun with it -
but why call someone a sad bastard because they're playing the same game you're playing, and
posting on the same forum on which you're posting? Tell me, do your real life friends know how
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seriously you take this computer game? Would you be embarrassed if they did know?

Quote:Keep calling me angry, it's actually kind of hilarious because it's not true at all but instead of
responding to anything that you know is true you always just call the person angry.  What is it that
you're so insecure about really?
Well, kiddo, you keep calling me stuff too; difference is I challenged you to back it up several
times and you've made it very clear you couldn't.

I know a funny joke, by the way.

- How do you know Anthrax isn't angry?
- He tells you.

Quote:I hope you're still awake ready to respond to this within the next hour too; I'm sure as hell
AirCraftKiller is too busy not caring and having a life to respond so I need someone to talk to.
That stuff you were saying to him about hovering over the f5 button - that only applies to him and
not you, does it?   

Quote:It's funny, when I first started playing this game (10 years ago now) I used to think
SH0WBlZ was a pretty intelligent and hilarious mother fucker, I almost had the same kind of
infatuation for you that liquidv2 has now.
Ah. There's something I forgot to say. Have you noticed that when someone agrees with you
against me, it proves you're right (see the "15-1" and "99%" thing, but when someone agrees with
me against you (see this thread) there's obviously something fishy going on? Liquid and
Aircraftkiller are my butt buddies who are ganging up on you for ulterior motives? Noobie please.
Someone is quite capable of looking at a situation and thinking you're an idiot as well. (For the
record, I've debated both of those two people on plenty of other issues)

Quote:But after receiving an education it's actually hilarious as hell to read your debates and
diagnose all your character flaws.
Enjoy. Like I said, we all need a hobby and whatever yours are are your own affair.

Quote:I wish I would have been more intelligent when I was younger to realize what kind of rejects
peruse this forum non-stop.  Internet addiction is a real thing, and you guys can still seek help!
Uh ok. I glance at forums maybe once a week or so, usually less than that.

Quote:Anyways, this post will clearly upset you so I know you won't respond to any of it directly
ah, another thing you "know"

Quote:you'll just deflect towards me and call me angry and tell me I'm lying because I can't find
evidence to a question you've never answered even though you said you could provide me many
examples (you've yet to do such a thing and you know you can't).
Like I said, spin it all you like - the important point is you were repeatedly challenged to back up
your accusations with evidence, and you can't - because you were lying.

As for the nonsense you asked me about where are the debates I lost, take a good look at what a
bad question that is. What a silly point to try to prove, it's barely even a point at all. Why aren't you
posting these debates where I lost and did some form of debate cheating to get myself out of it?
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We all know why - because you can't. You were lying.

By the way, you owe me a retraction and an apology for calling me a liar several times. I've
challenged you to back this up with evidence and you've made it perfectly clear you can't. I value
honesty very highly; I won't lie even to scum like you. You should withdraw it and apologise. (You
won't though, you haven't the balls or the intellectual honesty)

All this and you still are avoiding the initial question?  Really? Haha too funny.  Why are you more
entitled to having your questions answered than I am?  We're both playing the same game, only
difference is you've yet to respond to the question that I asked you first.  Really this whole debate
could have been avoided if you'd just answer it.  It was a matter of opinion on your side so I don't
really see how there can be evidence for it.  It's funny though all these years you've been
accusing people of not having lives, now that's it's turned on you you couldn't give a shit
apparently?  Funny how the stance has changed when you take a second to look in the mirror.

Liquid just shut up because anything you say is ad hominem trying to insult my intelligence and it
just fails, you couldn't even last two years in college and are probably working minimum wage at
Walmart right now. The meme you posted is about Psychology 101, I'm in Psychology 403 which
is Psychology for majors, you weren't in college very long so you probably don't even know the
difference, so you're forgiven.  I don't know where your ego comes from and the subtle arrogant
undertones in everything you write is really pathetic; you have nothing to be proud of. I can't even
bother rebutting what you say because you'll just try to Spoony me but it fails so hard.  I am proud
of you for finding a girlfriend and doing something with your life, I hope it all works out in the long
run.  I'd much rather hang out with derfcow than your awkward ass though.

BTW cool guys my spring break starts this week so don't be expecting any replies not saying I
won't respond but it's a lot harder to get internet access and this isn't that enthralling, though I was
hoping I could benefit both Spoony and liquid from it. Spoony I know you read this forum at least
once a day because any time your name is mentioned you respond within 24 hours (it's not a
coincidence every time, and also it's hilarious how you have a 6th sense for knowing you're
mentioned, clearly gotta search your name every day and make sure no one is bashing your
e-rep).
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